
Honors Research Paper 

Prompt for the Research Paper 
What is the nature of man? Analyze man's actions in response to the tumultuous events in Western Civilization 
through the eyes of one of the philosophers below. What you will do in this research paper is choose one of the 
philosophers and study their writings and ideas. You will study the documents that describe the events below 
and find your own research that describes these events. You will evaluate man 's response to each event using 
the ideas of your philosopher. 

Philosophers 
Descartes 
Locke 

Hobbes 
Wollstonecraft 

Events 
European Exploration 
English Civil War-The Glorious Revolution 
Enlightenment- For this section you must chose another of the philosophes to refute 

Sources: You must use all sources at least once 

American Holocaust article 
Primary Source Readings from Volume II- Locke, Hobbes, Descartes, and Wollstonecraft 
English Bill or Rights- 1689 ** 
Absolutism Packet 

Requirements: 
Format and Length 

-6 -7 pages+ works cited page+ title page- typed, double spaced, MLA format, Times -New Roman, 12 
pt font, 1 inch margins 

Citations 
-Must use all sources provided and have internal citations 
-Each internal citation must be a direct or indirect quote that cannot exceed three lines 
-Must find 2 sources of your own- 1 must be an internet source (.org/.gov/.edu). Those sources will be 
provided to teachers--the exact text quotes-- will be highlighted and turned in with paper. 
-All quotes must be analyzed. If you put it in the paper, it is worthy of dissection. 
-All paragraphs must have a citation except introduction and conclusion 

Turning in the Paper- Due May 3 - Will not be accepted late - FIRM - Send it by taxi if you 
are sick 

-We will give you a folder; - body of paper is stapled and in the folder 
- Your outside sources are numbered, stapled, and labeled 
-All materials- including rough draft and assignment sheet- are in folder 

This research paper is designed to help you learn the process of writing a formal research paper that is required 
of all college and high school students. We have broken down the process to help you achieve success in this 
project. You will receive numerous grades throughout the process and be given a chance to have feedback on 
your work so that you can improve your grade. 



The paper itself counts as 20% of your nine weeks grade. Therefore it is absolutely necessary for you to 
complete paper. You will receive grades for working in the library and for turning in certain parts of the paper 
at required dates. 

This research paper should represent your own ideas backed by the research. You must cite all your sources. 
PLAGIARISM OF ANY DEGREE WILL NOT BE TOLERATED- YOU WILL RECEIVE A ZERO 
FOR THE PAPER. Please sign and have your parent sign, so we know that everyone understands the 
requirements. These signatures will be your very first grade. 

Please see the reverse side for the schedule of due dates and requirements. 

Students: 
----------------------------

Parent: -------------------------------

Schedule- You will have 10 days in the library double periods. 

Day 1- Partner: Brainstorm: Detailed concept map w/ thesis - due at the end of class - daily grade- library 
both periods 

Homework: Read research materials in Readings from the Western Humanities. Take notes. 

2nd day- Reading and highlighting day- grade for working the entire class - library both periods 

3rct day- Tum Concept map into a detailed outline-- show what research you will use for each part - daily grade
library both periods 

4th day- Ms. Clemens to discuss citations- daily grade 

5th day- work cited page- typed & due. Begin typing your paper - daily grade - library both periods 

Weekend Homework: Page 1- Due at beginning of class on Monday. 

6th day - Page 2 due - daily grade - library both periods 

Monday night homework- Page 3- Due at beginning of class 

7th day- page 4 due - daily grade - library both periods 

Tuesday night Homework- Page 5- Due at beginning of class 

Day 8 -Page 6 due- daily grade - library both periods 

Wednesday night Homework- Finish up 6 and 7- Rough draft due at beginning of class. 

Day 9 - Peer Editing 

Day 1 0- Revisions 

Weekend - Final Revisions 


